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It's About Time
Cathy Figg

This is a poem.
A poem about poems-A poem to be ' read-A poem of the times,
But only, in the time of poems.
To be read out loud;
Not softly, but LOUDLYl
To be read in the rhythm of time (tick)
Of good times, bad times,
nice times, sad times,
Cat in the Hat and Casey at the Bat
And even Dicken's Hard Times.
To be read like a clock,
A Grandfather Clock,
(Ticking, Ticking)
Solid and Stately;
Mahogany brown with gold interlay,
The pendulum swings our life away.
To be read like the drip of a faucet at night.
Precise and staccato
The plucking of strings.
Enun--ciation,
Artic--ulation,
It grates on your nerves
Till you want to scream.
To be read like the moan of a mourner in black.
The swoon of the eagle,
The breath of the wind
Combining together--dynarnically building
Then dropping from forte
To prey on the ground.
This is a poem,
A poem about time,
A poem about rhythm,
A poem about rhyme,
A poem to be . read
In time.
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Beginnings
Kaye Norberg

You arrived
in me
between the seasons,
and the earth's thaw
ran her course through our union
Never
have I prayed so long .•.
Never have I
loved so hard.
Beer in cups
bands throbbing in
gyrating rhythm
another weary night
then
your warm eyes
in mine.
How many ways is there to begin?
Mind first
then body
then
soul ...
an uprooted field,
and I am stunned for an age.
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A Prayer Upon Looking at a Stone
Anthony Lococo

I went through the
(things . you loved)
foolish baubles, silly trinkets
lying silent on their shelves.
(taken from some ocean's beach)-Multi-colored stones in disarray-tiny frozen creatures locked
in eternal pose.
(the way you used to pose) .
I see their beauty, perhaps
for the first time.
They wear death so well.
The haunting mask of time
has left no greying wrinkles,
--no violent decay of flesh.
Ages have left a polished glow.
(A glow you fought for with rouge.)
I see your reflection in these stones,
--these tiny, foolish, painless stones
forever holding fast forgotten time.
Though souls must drift away
and voices ever silenced,
I wish--l pray-that some unseen and ghostly stone
might hold your beauty fast
--that for millennia to come
your smile might never fade.
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Anthony Lococo
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off, Pa was dead set agin
First
ever year since I know of an I

goin. He's gone
cain't say as I
blame im.
If rna weren't partial ta goin I'm shore
we'd a never gone. Well, rna bein partial ta goin,
an pa bein partial ta peace an quiet was all it
took. That, an rna hidin pa's fishin pole.
Fer me the best part a eatin turkey at gramma
Harson's is walkin in the door. Ever time (an I
been go in since I was borned) the smells jus seems
.ta jump on ya, and covers ya til ya feels like one
big nose. After the smellin's done things jus sorta
goes downhill.
Right away, like a big bear, Aunt Flo (rna's sister)
comes at me.
"Harlan. Harlan Joseph, youre gittin so big.
C'mere an let me hug ya."
Now it ain't that I don't like Aunt Flo, it's jus
that, good Lord, the woman mus weigh four hunnerd
pounds easy, an smells like the bottom a rna's lard jar.
I moves over ta her real slow and she ben's
down.
"Give youre Aunt Flo a big kiss, Harlan."
I held m' breath an kissed her on one a them
big cheeks. Boy whut a smell. Fore I knowed it she's
off huggin rna an my brother Runny. Pa moved over
ta a big chair. He sat down an picked up a yeller
copy a Reader's Digest an starts turnin the pages
real slow.
Uncle Fred (Aunt Flo's husband) comes over ta
pa an grabs im by the hand. Uncle Fred got a big
mole on the end a his nose an real thick glasses.
"Seth, Seth! How's it goin ya 01 scrounger?
When we goin fishin agin?"
(Pa an Uncle Fred went
fishin once an I ain't shore whut happened, but pa
come back all wet an mad, and him an Uncle Fred ain't
went fishin since.)
Pa stares at Uncle Fred an keeps turnin the
pages.
Out on the porch Runny an m' cousin Judy is playin.
"Get off me, ya creep. Runny Caldwell, I'm
gonna tell your rna."
Judy comes runnin in cryin an I run out on the
porch ta see whut happened. Runny's layin there
holdin his leg an tryin real hard not ta cry. He
ain't old like me an I knowed he wants ta cry.
"Harley, · why we gotta come ta gramma's same time
as Judy?"
"Beats me.
I think it's cause we's 'lated."
"Whut's 'lated?" Runny says.
"You know.
It's when youre rna an pa's brothers
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an sisters has kids an they calls em cousins, and
you gotta see im on holidays cause they's lated ta
ya."
"Oh."
Ma comes ta the door an stares at both a us.
"I'm shamed a you Runny. You see youre cousin
Judy once a year an whut happens--you starts fightin.
This is my first an last warnin. You boys act
decent while we're here or you'll answer to youre father. "
I looked around ma over ta where pa was settin. He
had his head leaned back on the wall an his eyes closed.
"Yes ma," we both says.
I was gittin pretty hungry by now an they wasn't
nuthin ta do, so I figures I might as well talk ta
Hareld. Hareld is Aunt Lydea and Uncle Raymond's
kid, an is the biggest sissy whut walks. His ma an
pa lives up north, an is the only one a ma's kin
whut got money. They thinks they's special.
"Hey Hareld," I yelled from outside.
"C'mon
let's dig up some crawlers. Pa needs em fer fishin."
Hareld comes out a the house holdin--get this-a book. Can ya magine readin a book on Thanksgivin?
He stands there with his goofy glasses settin on his
nose. '
"What did you say? Harlan."
Hareld's the only little kid whut calls me "Harlan"
an he ain't gittin away with it.
"The name's Harley, Hareld.
C'mon let's go git
crawlers."
"Oh Harlan, you are so primitive."
" 'Harley', Hareld.
The name's Harley--an whut'd
you call me?"
Hareld walks closer an I see his big belly
pushin at the buttons on his white shirt.
"Primitive, Harlan. You are primitive and uncouth."
Now them's fightin words if ever I heerd em,
an no slick-haired sissy's gonna call me things whut
I don't know the meanin of.
I runs up ta Hareld
an punches him in the stomach. He starts cryin an
yells fer my ma.
"Aunt Gladys--Harlan hit me in the stomach. Aunt
Gladys ... "
"Hareld, shut up," I says.
"My ma' ,s got a
nervous condition. She gits real edgy when me an
Runny does stuff, an her hands starts flyin all
over the place."
Hareld shut up when I put my hand over his mouth.
Gramma comes ta the door an smiles. She's got
white stuff on her hands, an she looks like she's
been resslin' with some dough.
"Well, boys.
I see you're playin real fine.
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Turkey's almost ready."
Gramma's real nice. She don't never tell on em,
specially when it's tween me an Hareld cause y'know
whut?--I thinks she knows Hareld's a sissy.
Over on the edge a Gramma's porch they's a big
white swing.
It's real old an got chipped paint
an creaks when it goes back and forth.
There, same as ever year b'fore, Uncle Ernest
is settin on the swing with a glass a whiskey. Uncle
Ernest got six kids an a wife whut nags him--leastwise pa says so. Always did feel sorry for Uncle
Ernest--never says nuthin--jus sits an swings with
a funny look in his eyes--like he was wishin he was
some place real far off.
I 'spect Uncle Ernest ain't
too awful happy.
Seein as how the turkey was almost ready, me an
Hareld walked back in the house.
Pa was snorin real loud an ma was talkin ta Aunt
Flo an Aunt Lydia, an starin at pa ever so often.
Luellen, Uncle Ernest's kid, was watchin T.V. an
when she sees me she runs over an smiles. She's jus
'leven an ain't got two licks a sense.
"Hi Harley," she says.
"Hi."
"Wanna play spades, Harley?"
"No," I says gittin up.
"Harley, don't you like me?"
"No. "
"How come?"
"Cause youre dumber than a hay rake, an cause
you're a girl."
She stood there an I knowed tears was swellin up
in her eyes.
"Don't cry Luellen. It ain't youre fault you was
borned a girl." Fer some reason this didn't make her
feel no better an she busted out cryin.
Right away ma sees me standin there an Luellen
cryin and puts two an two together, an knocks me
on the side a my head.
I'll tell ya--whut with Luellen yellin, ma swingin, pa snorin, an Gramma tellin ever'body supper's
ready--I wasn't whut ya call real hungry.
I didn't
feel too good cause my ears was ring in like the time
Joey Beeler blew up a fire cracker right next ta me.
Soon as I sits down at the table Luellen runs
over an pushes Runny out a the way so she can sit
close ta me. She looks over ta me an smiles real
goofy and says, "I'm sorry yer ma hit ya."
"So," I says.
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"An ya know whut else?--I fergives ya fer whut ya
Ain't ya glad Harley?"
I jus scooted over in my chair an picks up my
knife.
Meantime, granpa's cuttin up the turkey, an ever
body's talk in an shovin food back an forth. One
thing bout eatin here--they's plenty ta eat an it
shore tastes good.
Granpa stands up, clears his throat, an ever
body shuts up.
"Thank ya Lord, fer this day, an this food, an
the chance ta share with this happy family the joys
an blessins you've saw fit ta give us."
Ever body mumbles Amen, an I starts diggin in
ta my taters, when all of a sudden I feels these two
e y es a starin at me. Uncle Ernest is settin right
across from me an starin, plain as day, outa two a
the reddest eyes I ever seen. He didn't look too good.
"Whut's that?" he says.
Not be in shore whut's gain on, I jus sits there.
"Whut's that thing?" he says, pointin at me.
"Whut's whut, Uncle Ernest?"
"Ya know damn well whut," he yells, reachin out
his arm an knockin over the gravy. Ever body was
look i n at Uncle Ernest, then at me.
"That thing on yer lip--whadda ya think yer growin?"
Luellen jumps into the act-"Daddy, leave Harley alone.
I think his mustach
looks real hansome."
I look over ta pa an Runny, an cain't none of 'em
believe whut's gain on.
"Mustach?--ya call that a mustach?--why I seen
more hair on peaches."
Then granpa steps in.
"Ernest, let Harley alone.
If he don't wanna be
shaved that's tween him an his pa."
Uncle Ernest jus lays down his fork an mumbles
somethin bout whut the world is comin to.

said.

All of a sudden I feels real sick.
I looks at
my turkey, an dressin, an cranberries, an they all
starts pushin the turkey, and the turkey pushes the
dressin and they's all screamin at each other cause
they don't like each other, an cain't unnerstand why
they gats ta be shoved all together on one plate jus
cause it's Thanksgivin.
I looks real hard an I thinks I'm gain crazy.
"It's cause you're lated, that's why," I says ta
my plate.
Luellen looks over.
"Whut'd ya say, Harley?"
"Nuthin, Luellen, Nuthin."
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I's jus fixin ta tell Luellen whut I'm gonna
do if she keeps pesterin me, when Uncle Ernest jumps
up real high. His plate slides ta the end of the
table an hits the floor.
"Merry Christmas ever body," Uncle Ernest says.
(I think he fergot whut day it is).
Then he grabs
his glass an heads fer the front porch.
Nobody at the table says nuthin--not one word.
They jus keeps talkin like nuthin happened.
After eatin pa gits up from the table an sets in
the big chair next ta grarnrna's clock. He closes his
eyes.
Ma's still talkin up a storm with Aunt Flo, and
I ain't shore but I figures Runny's bout ta punch
Hareld cause they's talkin an Hareld's laughin, an
Runny ain't.
I'm jus settin there thinkin bout how Luellen
said my mustach . was hansome.
Whut I figured Runny'd do, he goes an does, an
Hareld's bawlin his guts out.
(You'd a thought that
boy would git tired a cryin.)
Ma slaps Runny, an grabs his arm an I knows we's
leavin now.
"Pa," I says, "Ma says she's had enough, an fer
us ta git in the car ... pa, ya wake?"
Pa stops snorin an opens one eye. He rubs his
face an gits up.
"Pa, is we comin back fer Christmas?"
"I spect, " he says .
"How corne?" I says.
"Cause they's kin, an kin got ta look at each
other once in awhile."
We walks to the car, an there's Uncle Ernest
flopped on the swing sleepin.
I stands next ta
Uncle Ernest an looks at him real hard, then I goes
ta the . car.
"I done it, pa," I says.
"Done whut?"
"I looked at Uncle Ernest. You spect he's gonna
look different corne Cristmas?"
"I spect not."
I spect we'll have ta corne back an see anyways.
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Thinking
Kaye Norberg

Lately
i find myself
getting into 'dirty teeth,
smoking
too much, and
lying on the bed staring
at the water-stained
ceiling. Why?
Hell, i don't know.
I picture white cottages, and
myself,
fresh faced with glowing cheeks,
my hair blowing round my
frock,
fingers strongly gripped
on the swinging gate,
waiting for your
return.
--I guess that's why.
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A Waking
Stephen Adkisson

Sun slithers through
cracks in the curtains;
illuminates dust dancing
in the air; makes silk
of your black, shiny hair.
Morning sounds:
bird songs, a symphony
of crickets croaks.
They don't realize
you're still asleep.
Warm breath on my
neck makes me wonder;
I lie inches away
and stare,
knowing
moments like this
one are rare.
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Dead Love Songs
Vickie Wills

I decided
for a time
that all men 'were popeyes.
Reaching and grabbing,
the pathetic slaves of their own hormones.
A certain amount of giving
was expected.
And giving was what it was all about.
I remember the jokes
about the couch named Mayflower
and the tears of girlfriends
whose periods were late.
It was a sort of redneck soap opera.
But I chose the cast
and can blame bitterness on no one.
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MAGGIE'S
REVOLT
Ann Napier

14

.

something was afoot when Jack, the page
O bviously
Simpson sent to roust Maggie from her dressing room,
returned empty-handed, looking nervous. Scurrying
up to Simpson, he said something so low nobody else
could hear, and a black frown immediately darkened
our erstwhile director's brow. Simpson asked several
sharp questions, which the unhappy page answered,
probably more out of fear than any spirit of cooperation (Simpson had a formidable reputation among
the lower echelons), and with a groan of disgust and
irritation, our fearless leader himself headed in the
direction the page had come from.
Halfway across the
sound stage, he shouted back over his shoulder in
Jack's general direction, "And I want to know where
she got it."
By now, everyone's attention was diverted. Exchanging looks of puzzlement and curiosity--and,
perhaps, scenting a little scandal--the principals
casually but purposefully drifted in Simpson's wake.
The extras, cameramen, and the rest of the technical crew, plus a few studio "wanderers," began to
form small groups, lighting cigarettes and sending for
coffee, speculating on what could have stopped production so completely.
I, the second male lead, was moving along in my
rightful place--behind the first male lead, Cliff
Robertson, and the second female lead, Joan Farris.
Simpson was headed straight for Maggie's room, and it
was only fitting and proper that those two should be
sitting in the front row for anything that might
mean trouble for Maggie. Joan's feelings toward
Maggie were the natural hatred and jealousy felt
for anyone in this business who is more beautiful,
more talented, more popular, and/or more successful
than yourself. Quite unsurprising and predictable.
Robertson's feelings were less easily analyzed; I
alone -knew why he hated Maggie. One night after the
studio had cleared out, he had, in good faith, tried
to conquer Maggie with what he considered his irresistable charm, and she had laughed in his face and called
him a pompous ass.
I'd heard the whole exchange as
I smoked a cigarette behind a backdrop before heading
home. As I held the same opinion of Our Darling
Cliff, Maggie had immediately gone up several points
in my estimation, and I had had a great fondness for
her to start with.
In fact, I was probably in love
with her, but as second male leads were a bit beneath her status now that she had again attained a
starring role, I was lucky to get a nod from her
each morning.
Having arrived at his destination, Simpson was
beating with a heavy fist against the door with the
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gold star.
"Maggie! Maggie! Open this door!"
"Oh, get los', Bub," came a low, husky, slurred
voice. At the look of startled outrage on Simpson's
face--and the purple beginning to rise above his collar-- I had to laugh and then coughed quickly to disguise it. Simpson turned and glared at me, then
turned back to more immediate matters.
"Come on, Maggie, what's the matter?" he crooned,
reining his temper.
"Has old Simpson done something
to offend you? Why don't you come on out and we'll
talk about it?"
Maggie laughed loudly.
"Don't you wish! Didn'
that lousy lackey of yours tell ya? I ain't comin'
out. Or doesn' the indef ... indiv .•. great Simpson have
control over his underlings anymore? Tsk, tsk. You're
slippin', old boy."
"Maggie, you have been drinking." Simpson used
the tone of voice one would use to accuse a two-yearold of raiding the cookie jar.
"Not have been, dar lin'. Are. Are drinking.
Present tense. Listen to this." Glass smashed inside.
"Maggie!" Simpson pounded on the door.
"Are you
all right?"
"I'm fine. Fine and d~ndy.
I'm finer and dandierer than I've been for a hellacious long time. I've
been dry for so long I was beginnin' to feel like
a cactus." She burped loudly and thumped her chest.
"'Scuse me. That wasn' intended as an offensive remark to you, Simpson darlin'. Now I'm feelin' even
more finer and dandier. Don't go anywhere, okay?
I'll be right back.
I got to go to the john."
We heard her stumbling around inside, then an inner door shut. Simpson worriedly ran his hands
through what hair he had left, and muttered something
about "wait till" and "studio heads" and "all hell."
Joan, on the other hand, had a most complacent
and satisfied look, like the proverbial cat who ate
the cream. She knew, as everyone else did, that
Maggie had been on the wagon for over a year after
being one of the most notorious alcoholics in Hollywood. Now she was off again and this little indiscretion, after all the strings she'd had to pull to
get work again, would finish her in pictures. At
least, this was the way Joanie saw it.
I personally figured the studio heads would pin
a medal on her for stepping on the intimidating
Simpson. He was, after three flops in a row, getting even less popular at the front office than
on the set.
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Robertson looked supercilious, amused, and disdainful; all he needed was white gloves, purple hose,
and a hat with a plume. Leaning negligently against
a huge carton, his eyes fairly gleamed at the notion
that Maggie was about to get her come-uppance.
"I'm back, Simple ... er, Simpson, darlin'! What
was that you were sayin'?"
"Please, Maggie, come on out. We'll forget this
ever happened if you'll just open the door and let us
in. "
"Not by the hair of my chinny chin chin .... " .
Simpson abandoned the pleading approach altogether.
"Listen, Maggie, you've got ten seconds to
open this door before I call the security cop and
get him to break it down. Now get out."
"Honey, unless your cop can break down this 01'
concrete wall right here, he'll not get in.
I got
a chair propped under the door knob. Now just go
away and let me drink in peace, for goodness sake."
"Maggie ... " Simpson tailed off helplessly. After
all, what could he say?
I wished I could have gone up to the door and
said the magic words, the right words, the words
that would make Maggie open the door. But I didn't
even know her.
So I watched as helplessly as all
the others.
"Maggie, at least tell us why you're drinking."
Simpson was hard-nosed; you had to give him credit
for that.
"None of your goddam business."
"How much have you drunk?"
"None of your ... "
"All right, all right, already."
Simpson spied Jack going by.
"Jack!" The boy
hurried over and Simpson told him, "Get in touch with
her husband and tell him to get over here as fast as
he can. Maybe he can do something with her."
"He stinks!" Maggie's voice had sharpened.
"You
call him over here and, by God, you'll wish you hadn'.
That lousy creep! He'd like to see me rot in here
and die. Or die and rot .•. whatever! JUs' don'
send for him or I'll stay in here all night, maybe
all week, who knows? As long as the booze holds out.
And I got plenny. Plenny, plenny, plenny, plenny,
plenny," she chan ted.
Jack looked questioningly at Simpson and Simpson
shook his head.
"Get me the security guard instead.
And call Alex Cline."
Joan decided she had played second fiddle in this
drama long enough. She instictively knew this scene
was written for her. As Simpson wandered off, she
took his place outside the door and leaned her ear
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against it.
"Maggie ..• " she said softly.
"It's Joan."
"Surprise, surprise! Look who's here! Crashing
into my liddle party, huh, darlin'? Took ya longer
than I expected, or were you there hiding in the
woodwork the whole time?" Dryly Maggie ~parred with
her arch rival. Then her voice changed.
"The lesser and weaker will kiss feet
And shame themselves to be with great,
They desire respect and love
But must be content with contempt and hate.
My, aren't I the poet! Get my message, Joan, love?
You can't have him. No divorce."
"Poor baby.
It's too late. He was all mine for
the picking, darling. You'd been such a sot for so
long, he could hardly contain his joy when he got
hold of me. You know .•. someone who could meet his
demands?"
"Yes, Joan, love, I'm quite aware of the circumstances.
I am now, anyway. What I do wonder
about is how your malish ... malish ... evil little
forked tongue could keep it from me for so long.
Musta been terribly hard on you."
"Yes, darling, it was. Now why don't you stop
the theatrics and open the door so we can dry you
out and get back to work? You're only drawing attention to yourself.
"And you'd rather I let you draw attention to
yourself, hey?" Maggie made a disgusted noise.
"Oh, go away. You're a scheming little woman without warm blood or an ounce of talent in your whole
body. You make me gag."
Joan smiled, but it was a tight, angry smile.
Leaning closer to the door, she said so softly I had
to strain to catch the words, "Darling, you shouldn't
have said that.
If it's the last thing I do on
earth, I'll make you sorry. Bet on it."
I decided right then that if Maggie got out of
this scrape with any future at all, and if I possibly could, I'd see that Joanie never got a shot
at her. Vicious woman.
It was almost with relief
that I saw Simpson return from talking with Mr. Duvall,
the husky, crew-cut blond security guard.
"Maggie! I want to know how you got ~he stuff.
I just talked to Mr. Duvall." The way he said "talked"
I could tell he'd raked Duvall over t&e coals. "And
he says no one brought the stuff in, he was absolutely sure."
"He oughta be sure. He's kept the 01' eagle eye
on everything bigger than a box of matches brought
on this set. Ever since you told him to make sure
I didn' get no opportunities to fly loose. Well,
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if he says there's no booze in here, then I guess
there's no booze in here."
Simpson groaned.
"Oh, come on, Maggie, please!
Please be reasonable. We've got a job to do here."
Robertson stepped forward.
"Yes, Maggie, for
heaven's sake, do get out of there. Everyone is
getting a little impatient with you, dear."
This was laughable. Cliff himself had held production up for half a day two days ago because one
of the wardrobe boys had given him a waistcoat whose
color, he maintained, clashed with his eyes. He had
absolutely refused to perform until another more to
his liking was found and approved.
Maggie, also, appeared to find this funny.
"Clifford, you ass! My boy, take advice from a pro
and keep your f
ing mouth shut. You won't attract as
many flies.
-"Now listen.
I'm sick of all this fussin' and
screamin' jus' cause I've had a liddle booze. It
don't mean nothin' ... You really want to know why? Oh,
Okay.
"Ever since I walked on this set, I ain't had
nothin' but a hard time from everybody.
I know that
you know the only reason I got this picture is because Alex Cline is my friend and thought I oughta
have a chance to prove myself again. And, by God,
I have.
I can out-act everyone of you put together.
"But you, Simple, cannot direct worth a damn.
Your last three pictures have panned and this one
will too. So you're trying to make me the fall guy,
telling the office that I'm raisin' cane on the set
and tryin' to cause friction between everyone."
"That's not true!" Simpson burst out.
"Shaddup.
It's true and you know it.
I know
it. Everybody knows it. What's more, the front
office knows it."
Simpson turned a sickly shade somewhere between
white and pale green. I kind of felt sorry for him,
but somehow I couldn't suppress a tiny flicker of
glee deep in my being. He had bullied for so long and
had it coming.
"Joan ... " there followed a long pause and I
held my breath, waiting for the explosion, "is a
sneakin' little varmit, but looks good on the screen,
so I guess she'll be around for awile." Maggie
sighed.
"See? I'm getting soft in myoId age, Joan.
Soft. All I want to do is get drunk, peash--peacefully and quietly, so everybody go away and leave
me alone:"
I suddenly realized Alex Cline was standing beside me. He had heard, and the look of sadness on
his face and one tiny quiver of his mouth told me
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everything. Moving forward, he tapped gently on
the door and called "Maggie?" softly.
For a moment it looked as if she wasn't going
to answer. Then "Oh, Alex!" she suddenly sobbed, and
the sound of scraping and a lock thrust back could
be heard. He went inside.
One by one, the people who had attended Maggie's
revolt drifted away.
Simpson called off shooting for
the day, and told everyone to report at 8:00 sharp
next morning. The huge building slowly emptied.
I hung around in the shadows.
I don't know what
I was hoping fori maybe I just wanted to reassure
myself that she was all right. Whatever the reason,
I knew she wouldn't be needing the poor protection
of a second lead--second male lead--with Alex Cline
around.
They carne out. She walked unaided, if somewhat
unsteadily, towards the door, and he was close by,
beside her if she stumbled.
At the open door, a few weak rays of setting sun
haloed her, and as she stepped outside, a teenage
boy straightened from the side of the building and
asked, "May I have your autograph, please, ma'am?"
and handed her a book and pencil.
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Lee Carmical
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Clowning Around
Annette Patton

On the vanity
a r rayed
in pretty pink pots
with frothy white creams
and foundations
to start
I try
to decide
what I'll
create today
on this canvas
so clean
building a site
to face
the world
... masked

Smiles We Gave to One Another
Belinda Barker

There they are!
All those beautiful friends
who thought enough of me
at 16 to throw a party in my name!
How precious each face!
The happy couple? .. perfectly matched ...
She became pregnant at 15,
They were married ...
So young.
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The one standing on her head? •.
The carefree one, always happy,
With the preacher's son ...
No
They didn't make it
He moved away
He asked her to go along as his wife
She declined
Now
She's mixed up in life.
The couple in the corner?
They got along so well ...
No
He's in the Air Force
She's in college ... dating another.
The black-haired girl smiling?
She always had a date
Still does .•.
The tiny one ... on top of the pyramid?
At 17 her small abdomen began to grow
She, too, was prematurely married
Gaven's over a year old now.
The handsome guy joined to me at the lips?
My steady •.. for six years •..
No
We didn't
And no
We're not even dating
Now
The girl, with laughing eyes, by my side?
My closest friend ...
She
Still is.
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Bridge Street Revisited
Kaye Norberg

The singing of
memory
still burns
a hole through my eyes
when I stop
to look
and the same 4:00 A.M. train
moans from its tracks.
Our moon shines now
through a ring of frost (not a bit
like the sultry, murky moon
of that summer)
stark houses
seem to whisper as I walk by
of the past and
a printed
picture of you
walking away •..
each day seems
only to be saying
goodbye.
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Cigarette Butts
Anthony Lococo

Peeling paint clings to cracked, wooden walls;
A sign blinks "Joes," on, off, on, off
Without the "0."
Concrete stretches from underneath the screened door
Into the blackened drain grate.
Cigarette butts lie crushed
Against their cemented grave--soon to be washed-(were it to ever rain)--against the grate
And down into the darkened pit
Beneath the street.
Inside, men sit on broken stools,
sipping warm beer from dirty mugs.
Into the street echoes the talk,-The damn, the hell, and what's the use.
The hours fade, one into the other.
An old man, so much older now, slides down
And steps slowly toward the door.
Ragged soles beat against the sidewalk
Stopping before the drain grate .
The old man spits
And looks into the pit beneath the street.
He shakes his head and thinks
Of a quiet place to rest--(were it ever to rain)-Among the cigarette butts.
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Obituary
Anthony Lococo

The untimely death of yesterday
Caused quite a stir.
Front page headlines roared: "Yesterday Dies"
--and by the way;
Wilma Johnson, aged eighty-eight
Entered the eternal gate
On the sixth column of page nine-But about the death of yesterday
The crowds expressed their deepest sorrow,
And hoped that at least until tomorrow,
Today would be spent by mourning.
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Winter Halls
Kaye Norberg

Gnarled
and alone
she sweeps the halls of this stone mansion
cold winds
whipping her skirt about her knees.
Doors slarn--young girls with
shining lips and stiff hair
pause
annoyed
by her obstruction
They throw papers down and twitch by
not seeing
the bent curve of her back
fingers affixed to the broom handle ....
Those eyes
ploughed with wrinkles
sing me songs
I cannot bear. Such
patience
for girls and
winter wind-and all the papers in the hall ....
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Losing It
Michael Tims

As his earlobe dripped and gathered in a puddle of
orange liquid on the counter,
the young businessman read the morning paper.
At first he sat unaware, sipping hot, black coffee.
But he then felt the splatter of drops and saw stains
on his fresh white shirt.
He looked up at the ceiling.
Nothing ...
And to both sides, sat
Nobody ...
As he put the cup down, his forefinger stuck to it,
and was pulled off.
It went unmissed ...
... Until he reached again and felt the cold bony lump
under his palm.
He drew back in disgust, quickly yanked it from the cup
and dropped it
in his side pocket.
Only a patch of moist grey skin remained on the cup.
He glanced around the half-filled room, to see if
anyone had noticed.
They were all too sleepy.
He straightened his tie and sipped the coffee.
As he twisted in his seat, his leg,
the one resting on the footrailing,
slipped down his trousers and thumped to the floor.
His facial muscles contracted into an expression of
amazed confusion,
as if he had been hit with a wild surge of diahrrea.
~~d he stumbled, spinning
on one leg,
gripping
the counter,
splashing
the paper \"i th his ear.
Annoyed mumbles wavered through the room, and the
waitress leaned
over the counter and asked in a whining, cat voice,
"Sir, would you like your check?"
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Jump-High
Julie Martin

If you want (naturally) to
feel total with the part of you
that is no more than air,
that you don't know is there
(normally)
then this is the way to
Do it!
Find a gully, a hole, a deep crack in the earth
of challenging width,
let GO
race UP
leap OUT
(and the secret part will
take OVER)
Hit the far side wide-eyed,
feet and fingers clenching the dirt
'til you catch up with a (shaky) smile.
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teen"
Michael Tims
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R

ushing through the dining room cluttered with
her robe and two days of newspaper, Teena searched
desperately for her notebook.
"Back in the bathroom!"
she said, throwing her hands up in despair. Grabbing
the notebook and some change on the dresser, Teena
hurried toward the doorway, slammed the door shut, and
once outside, exclaimed, "The keys!"
Well, she'd have to worry about that later.
The sun was hidden behind grey clouds, and in the
afternoon air. was a chill from the morning's rainfall.
The air was cold in Teena's throat, and the sidewalk
was slippery with frost-covered leaves.
It was cooler
than at the end of the first semester. There were
fewer leaves on the trees now, almost none. The days
seemed more somber with less of November's crisp, brilliant sunshine.
A car turned the corner. Seeing that it was
Frank, Teena stuck out a thumb and waved.
"Where to Teena?" Strong lips jutted appraisingly out from a freshly shaven face.
"Social Science building, I'm already late."
Teena slipped into the low seat of his HG, ducking
under the roof, and put the books on her lap.
"That
was a nice game Saturday. Didn't think you'd beat
Granger," she shouted over the roar of the engine and
wind.
"You almost blew it on that free throw. You
should have passed instead of drawing the foul; Blaine
was wide open under the basket."
"Yea, well we won didn't we?" Frank's right
cheek was raw and slightly swollen.
It hurt even to
smile. He looked into the rear view mirror, checked
the abrasion and ran his fingers gingerly over the
wound.
"Anyway, what class are you going to?" He
checked to the left and swung up the hill to the right.
Frank kept his hand wrapped around the stick shift and
jerked it forward.
The engine reved as they climbed
the hill.
"Who's the teacher?"
"I'm taking Social Deviance with Ms. Creely,"
Teena shouted.
"Oh." At the top of the hill Frank rammed into
fourth gear and darted down a side street. He always
kept one hand on the steering wheel, one on the shift.
He had grown accustomed to the car, driving the stick
shift up and back with great ease.
"You know, I
think your legs are in better shape than last semester.
Did you run during Christmas?" Frank glanced sideways.
The right side of his face, the one with the scrape,
remained still. But his brow slid upwards into a
smile.
"Yea, well I like keeping in shape," Teena sighed.
Her brow gathered up into' ridges at the bridge of her
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nose and she ran a hand rigidly through her hair.
Her hair was a bright auburn, thick and wavy, reaching the middle of her shoulder blades.
"Ever since I first saw you my freshman year,
I thought you had the best figure on campus. You know
that? I mean, you never had to add any extra wiggles."
"Hey, look Frank, it's nice talking and everything, but I've got to get to class. So step on it!"
His head snapped sideways and he met a hard fiery
stare.
"Right!" The car bolted forward.
"Hey, what
is it about me that gets you so uptight?" He glanced
sideways, eyebrows knotted, his lips curled into a
brief snarl.
"I mean, give me another chance.
I ain't
that bad a guy."
Teena looked ahead and let her hand play in the
wind.
Frank slowed to pull against the curb.'
"So you're not gonna talk about it, uh?"
"Later Frank, o.k. I'm late already."
"Oh come on Tee, I told you I was sorry.
It happened once and last semester. All I tried to do was
kiss you! Christ!"
"Listen, if you'd only realize you're not God's
gift to women, you'd be a nice guy. Until you do, I'm
sorry. "
Managing a weak smile, Frank muttered, "Yea, well
uh, I'll uh, catch you later babe."
Teena hopped out, and without turning, flipped
a thumbs-up to him. She ran a hand through her hair
several times, getting her fingers caught in tangles.
She shook her head so the hair fell back and down
on her shoulders.
As Teena opened the glass door, she noticed the
scowl on her face.
She didn't have to put him down
so badly. They were right in front of the door. She
should have gotten out without saying a thing.
Her class was in 403, Ms. Creely. She took the
steps by two's. Her track shoes hardly made a sound,
and it was easy to run in her dad's old Air Force
jump suit. She reached the fourth floor and went
in the second room on the left.
A young woman, with fiery red hair bursting
from her head, stood at the front of the room. She
leaned against the desk on one leg; her right leg
was bent at the knee. She had taken her , right shoe
off and was gently bouncing her toes on the floor.
"Ms., this is Sociology 403, Social Deviance.
Are you in the right class?" Ms. Creely's voice
was deep and husky.
"What's your name?"
"Teena Walters.
I'm running a little late this
morning," Teena said breathlessly. She found a desk
and sat down.
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"O.K. Teena, as I was saying, we will study
deviant characteristics of an individual in society.
We will view deviancy as an activity that society
feels does not conform to the norms. We will not
judge alcoholism, homosexuality, nor prostitution
as being wrong. We will investigate how and why
society deems certain behavior unfit."
To Teena this seemed like a fresh and challenging
approach.
She pulled a notepad and pencil out and
began taking notes.
"A good exanple of how a social group decides
what will be considered deviant is your own peer group.
Today, a so called 'hippie' is as deviant as in the
nineteen-fifties. Yet, during the sixties, a 'hippie'
was considered the norm by the youth." Ms. Creely
looked Slowly around the room, and shifted her legs.
"Taken in a larger context, that same 'hippie,'
accepted as the norm by his or her peers, was considered deviant to the older population in the society
as a whole. Try and understand that societal norms
are constantly changing; and therefore, so are the
forms of deviance."
Ms. Creely reached for a folder, flipped through
several sheets of paper, pulled out one sheet, and
placed it in front of her.
"Now, during the semester I'll call conferences
about every four weeks. We can discuss anything from
grades to personal problems during the conference."
She opened the folder and returned the sheet of paper
within.
"Also, I expect a lot of reading and work
to be done outside class and the textbook.
So be
prepared to put some time into this course."
Teena glanced at her watch.
It was three-twentynine( time for the bell. The period had gone by fast.
Teena raised her hand.
"Yes, 'l'eena?"
"Are there any assignments for our next class
meeting?" Just as Teena finished the question the
bell rang. Ms. Creely lowered her head and looked
at the folder in front of her until the ringing
had stopped.
- "Yes, there is an assignment.
I want you to read
chapter one in the text, pages one to thirty-six;
and read an article found on reserve in the library,
entit~ed, 'Comparative Analysis of Societal Norms.'
Be ready to discuss the material at our next class
~e~ting."

Teena reached down, grabbed her books and headed
toward the doorway.
She turned quickly just before
leaving and said,"I enjoyed the class Ms. Creely.
It
sounds like a challenging topic."
"Well, thank you.
It is a very challenging top-
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ic," Ms. Creely exclaimed.
As Teena left the Social Sciences building she
felt a hand grab her shoulder.
"Hey, hey girl what
ya up to!" Nora exclaimed, her rich brown face melting into a laughing smile.
"You look in ~hape. Have
you been running all Christmas?" she gasped, releasing
Teena from a hug.
"Have I got a lot of catching up
to do!"
"That's right. From what I hear all you niggers
do is dance in the street to keep in shape," Teena
chided. They both cracked up.
Teena had trained just so she'd have the edge
on Nora after Christmas break. Both were on the
track team competing in the 880. And for two-and-ahalf years now they'd had a fierce but friendly
rivalry.
"Hey, let's go to the cafe. We can get something
to eat and talk," Teena voiced enthusiastically.
"How
were the old grades?"
"I did all right this time, a three point seven.
Got the 'B' in Simpson's math class." Nora had her
usual track suit and shoes on. She walked with a
slight bounce, almost prancing.
"Hey, how are things
going with Frank?"
"Well," Teena hesitated, "Just before class today
I told him what I thought of him."
"Oh, really .. ?" Before Nora could finish, Teena
interrupted.
"Wait a minute.
I told him off!"
Nora shook her head.
"Man, you treat him like
nothing, and he's such a hunk.
Have you ever seen
him play hoop girl!"
Teena forced a laugh, "Yea, a real ham!"
"Listen Tee," Nora stopped at a table in the
corner.
"You've only dated him once. So what if he
made a pass when you weren't ready ... "
"Yea, well that's just it.
I am afraid Frank
stays ready," Teena exclaimed.
"Really Nora, he is
handsome and could be a nice guy if he didn't see every
girl as a piece of meat."
Nora looked at Teena quizzically and asked,
"But if sexual pleasure is your goal who cares if he
thinks you're a piece of meat.
Think the same of
him! "
Teena shook her head.
"No, no Nora, that's not
my style. Hey, listen, I've got a literature class.
Why don't you drop by around nine, after my karate
class, and we can talk about it."
"O.K. woman," Nora chuckled, flashing her laughing
smile, "but I still think he's a hunk."
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As Teena walked into the classroom she spotted
Frank. At first his face showed surprise, almost
glee. But his expression soon changed to a slight
scowl when he saw Teena shake her head and turn toward
the other side of the room.
"Christ!" Teena mumbled. He would be in a class
of mine.
I bet the bastard planned it, she thought
mockingly. She gave a quick glance his way. Frank's
head was bowed and he was staring blankly at the floor,
rubbing his cheek. Teena sighed and dejectedly
pulled a hand through her hair.
"Good morning, you bright looking students!"
bellowed a voice from the doorway. Mr. Glenn Keyes
strode into the classroom.
"This is Early American
Literature.
I assume you all belong here. Good,
good." Mr. Keyes had a peppery grey Van Dyke, a
portly stomach and an irritating habit of asking a
question and then answering it.
"Today's class will
be short." Mr. Keyes paused for a moment as he
noticed Frank's wound.
"What happened to you Frank,
kiss the wrong girl?" Teena let out a quick, hard
laugh and then caught herself.
She stared angrily
at her feet. The guy feels bad enough already, Teena
thought.
She noticed Frank glaring icily at the desk,
his face red and tense.
"Stick to basketball son,"
Mr. Keyes whispered kiddingly.
"Anyway, take a copy
of the syllabus as you leave and complete the first
reading assignment. Let me take the roll and you'll
be free to leave. Adams? .. "
Teena collected her books and turned toward
Frank. Catching his eye, she shrugged her shoulders
uneasily. Frank just stared at her, one hand on the
desk, the other on his wound.
"Walters? .. "
"Uh, here sir," Teena blurted.
"All right, class dismissed. Remember to pick
up a syllabus on your way out and to read the pages
indicated for your first assignment."
As the class shuffled past Mr. Keyes' desk,
Teena passed by Frank.
"See you tomorrow." Her
voice rose at the end of the sentence.
"Yea, see you Teena," Frank answered hesitantly.
The white figures were moving in perfect symmetry
"Hit-Ugh!" "Hit-Ugh!" "Hit-Ugh!" Standing in a
bow stance, right leg straight, behind her; left leg
bent, in front of her; her pelvis thrust forward
defiantly; back straight; one arm tucked beside her
ribs, fist up; the other straight out in front at
shoulder level, fist down; Teena eyed the tense
figure of Ms. Creely in front of her.
"Hit-Ugh!"
"Hit-Ugh!" "Hit-Ugh!"
A bead of sweat trickled down the inside of her
thigh and her fists ached from the tension.
"Kata
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number four!
Ready, begin. THRUST, PUNCH, HITKICK!
THRUST, PUNCH, HITKICK!" She watched the tight calf
move, flick, and tense again. The back in front of
her was rigid and when the group punched, the shoulder
rippled delicately.
"All right, up front," echoed master Kua Fang.
As she sat down, Teena twisted the top of her
Gi back into place. She crossed her feet and flopped
to the floor.
When Teena walked she was lightly tense,
alert. But as soon as she sat, it was as if sand was
flowing down through her, and she slumped into an
irretrievable mass, like a bean bag.
Teena had positioned herself to the left of
Opal Creely, who she had been behind during the exercizes.
It was time for instructions on self-defense.
And although Teena absorbed enough of what was said
to repeat movements her attention was focused
elsewhere. Opal Creely lay back on her elbows, her
chin resting on her chest. Endless ringlets of brilliant red hair curled away from her face.
Her lazy,
light-blue eye~ seemed to be focused on Kua Fang.
Teena twisted and looked away sharply, trying to pay
attention to the lesson. To her, Ms. Creely's
movements seemed slow and languid, unlike the quick,
snake-like thrusts of master Kua Fang.
She had long
legs and slim dancers' hips that swayed imperceptibly
when she walked.
"Miss Walters, are you watching? You must see
as well as hear if you want to learn these movements,"
snapped Kua Fang.
Teena felt angry and embarrassed,
especially with Ms. Creely eying her as if she had been
aware of Teena's observation all the while.
For the remainder of the self-defense tactics,
Teena riveted her eyes on Kua Fang. At the end of
the lesson everyone got up to pick partners to practice the ' new techniques. As Teena looked around, a
hand touched her forearm and she heard a vibrant,
husky voice, "Would you like to try the throws?"
Gulping and trying not to waiver under the gaze
of clear blue eyes, Teena mumbled, "Uh, yea, sure Ms.
Creely."
The self-defense consisted of techniques used
to free oneself from a rear attack.
"Why don't I
grab you first," Opal offered. As she tprned, Teena
was surprised by the force of the grip. First, Teena
did the kicks to the instep, knee, and crotch. Then
she hit with her head, elbow and finally threw Opal.
Teena winced at the smacking sound as Opal fell, knowing that it was only her hand absorbing the shock of
the falls.
Opal reached up and Teena helped her. As
she did, Opal said in a breathless tone, "nice throw."
Now it was Teena's turn to grab Opal, who was slightly
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taller than Teena and not as thick boned. Opal
loomed in front of her, one leg cocked and bent at
the knee, the Gi drooped over her shoulders, and
her hair curling around her deep brown neck. Teena
bit her lip and moved forward hesitantly. As she
slipped her arms around Opal's chest, she felt the
supple body warmth and Opal's breast giving way
gently to the pressure of her hold. Teena's face was
surrounded by light, fluffy red curls, that smelled
of deep musk and her lips brushed against the nap of
Opal's neck.
Opal kicked tenderly, snapped her head and elbow
punches and swiftly spun Teena to the mat. For a
moment Teena lay there breathless, a deep pressure
welling up in her chest, and tears squeezing her
eyes shut. Suddenly she felt angry and disgusted.
She sat on the mat.
"What's wrong?"
"Ah, nothing. Got some dust in my mouth, that's
all," Teena managed to croak, despite the lump in her
throat.
"Would you like to try it again?"
Teena turned and met lively blue eyes. Opal's
jaw was set, her cheeks flushed, and she smiled
easily.
"Corne on, try throwing me again."
"A-all right."
Opal slid her arms softly around Teena's chest,
stepped behind her and gripped. Teena's throat was
tight and she felt shimmering waves of heat surrounding her body.
"Hey, what's keeping you? You haven't forgotten
the throw have you?" Opal whispered mischievously.
"N-No I haven't," Teena said quickly.
She kicked
to the instep, knee, and crotch; hit with the head and
elbow and spun Opal to the mat.
Again Opal reached up. Teena grabbed her by
the forearm.
Opal did likewise. The grip felt
strange but firm.
"Don't just sit there, pull lazy
bone!"
Giving a good pull, Teena said enthusiastically,
"0. K., you throw me!"
Teena wrapped herself around Opal.
"Hum,
you're strong," Opal commented. Suddenly she lashed
out her kicks and hits, spinning Teena to the ground
surprisingly fast.
Teena forgot to tuck her chin on
the throw and banged her head on the mat.
"Ugh!"
"Teena, you o.k.?" Opal had dropped to one
knee and had Teena's head cradled tenderly in her
hand.
"Yea ... yea. Boy, that was quick! Have you
taken karate before?"
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"Yes, a different style though." Opal pulled
Teena to her feet, a hand still on the back of her
neck.
"You're o.k.," she said gently rubbing Teena's
neck.
"Remember, keep your chin tucked." As they
faced each other, Opal blinked hesitantly. Her eyes
were watery and opened wide.
She brushed the hair
away from Teena's face.
"You're still under there
aren't you?"
"Thanks," Teena whispered hoarsely.
"O.K. class, let's call it quits," shouted master
Kua Fang.
Teena sauntered over to one side of the gym,
picked up a sweat shirt and track shoes. Opal walked
up behind her.
"Where are you going now, Teena?" Opal inquired.
"Back home, at Nina West apartments."
Opal laced her shoes.
"I live in that dir~ction.
I'll walk you home, o.k.?" Opal moaned as she bent
over, tying her shoes.
"Yea, sure," Teena said warmly as she slipped
into her sweat shirt.
"You're new to this style of
karate, aren't you?" Teena asked.
"Yes, I am. But for two years now I've been
taking Karate-do, a Japanese style." They left
the warm gym and headed into a biting, chill wind.
Soon both Opal and Teena were sniffling and red
cheeked.
"What made you decide to try Shao-lin-do?" Teena
was walking beside Opal, her body slightly turned
to face Opal.
"Well, I wanted to diversify my techniques. The
Japanese style relies on arm technique, whereas ShaoLin, the Chinese style, stresses a more rounded technique." Opal started to jog.
"Why don't we pick up
the pace, my toes are about to drop off."
"O.K.," Teena chuckled.
The ground was stiff. Footprints and tire tracks
had been frozen into icy ridges. Teena felt good
running, striding with ease.
"I live over there,
in the blue-green building." It was hard to distinguish the color of the building under the metallicyellow glow of the street lights.
"Whew, I'm not in good shape," Opal sputtered,
out of breath. Teena was breathing easily, her
chest swelling up and down in steady rhythm. They
circled the corner of the apartment, groping for the
stairwell in darkness.
"Damn! This light has been out since Christmas
break," Teena fumed, one hand on a hip.
"Here they are," Opal said, reaching down and
grabbing Teena's hand.
She pulled so that Teena
moved toward her. As Teena brushed against her,
Opal whispered, "I've got to get back home myself.
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Maybe you can drop by some day for coffee."
"You're not coming up?" Teena asked in a high
voice, running a hand through moist hair.
"No, I'm sorry, not tonight."
Opal pulled Teena's hand up and pressed it
against her shoulder. Leaning forward, she gently
pushed her lower lip into Teena's mouth while her
tongue traced the edge of Teena's upper lip. Teena
took a quick breath through her nose and inched her
hand over until she was barely touching Opal's ear
lobe. Opal sucked tenderly on Teena's upper lip,
while caressing the soft fleshy area above Teena's
thigh. Teena's eyes were closed and she breathed
rapidly. Her tongue probed the corner of Opal's
mouth and brushed up against hard, smooth teeth.
As Teena edged forward, Opal pulled away.
"See
you tomorrow, O.K.?" Opal growled huskily then
turned and stepped around the corner.
The moist outline of Opal's kiss lingered,
a warm glow surrounding Teena's mouth.
She held
on to the railing, an elbow on the post and her
head resting in the palm. She sighed heavily and
started up the stairs to her apartment.
As she shuffled past her window, Teena noticed
the screen was bent at the corner. That afternoon,
she had taken the screen off its tracks to climb in
the front window. That was the last time she'd
forget the keys.
Teena slipped the key from her shoe and unlocked
the door. Just as she began to enter, Teena heard
a quick patter of feet coming up the stairs.
"Nora! Hey, come on in," Teena exclaimed.
"How was karate, Tee? You look tired." Nora
bounded past Teena into the room with a mock jog.
"I don't feel tired, maybe my eyes look watery
from the wind," Teena moved towards the stove, and
flicked - on a light.
"Want some hot chocolate?"
"Yea!" Nora bent over a box of albums.
"now
I'm gonna put on some good music and you can tell
me about big bad Frank."
Pots clattered under the sink as Teena searched
for a small pan.
"Well," she grunted, raising off
the floor, "tell you what.
Instead of talking
about Frank, let me tell you about something else."
Teena moved quickly to the refrigerator to get the
milk.
"What could pawssibly be moore interesting din
Frankie," Nora mumbled, imitating a New York
accent. She kept flipping through the box of albums
as she lay sprawled on the floor.
Busy stirring the cocoa, Teena's eyes were fixed
on the pan. Her brow was bunched together in ridges
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over her nose and she had rolled up the sleeves
of the sweat shirt.
"You know .•. "
"That's it," Nora interrupted.
"Huh?"
"Malo, that's what I wanted to hear," Nora
blurted, unaware of Teena fidgeting at the stove.
Teena sighed and reached for two mugs. The music
blared from the speakers.
"Turn it down!" Teena yelled sharply.
"O.K. Tee," Nora appealed.
"What's bugging you?"
Teena poured the hot chocolate into the two
mugs and walked over to Nora on a bean-bag chair.
"Listen, I want to tell you something--don't interrupt!"
Teena was looking into her cup and Nora had propped
herself on one elbow.
"I don't think you'll like what
I have to say." Nora sat up and leaned on one hand.
She looked puzzled, her brow crowding over her eyes.
"I hope this doesn't hurt our friendship.
Please-don't feel different." Teena fingered the mug,
sipping the cocoa meekly.
Nora was very attentive, and serious, unlike
her usual self.
"~vell, tonight I got to know Ms.
Creely, my Sociology teacher better .... " Teena
put the mug down in front of her and ran both hands
over the back of her neck and up through her hair.
"Anyway, I-I touched ... I accidently touched her ..•
her on the breast." Teena's nostrils flared as she
let out a quick breath.
Nora pulled herself up until she was holding
her knees tight against her chest. Slowly her head
tilted sideways, her eyes opened wider and her mouth
drew into a tight line. She stared at Teena as if
she were a grotesque piece of art.
Teena, unaware of Nora's reaction, continued.
"And I found myself excited.
I felt like a freshman in high school sitting next to the senior star
athlete. My knees felt like putty." Nora's fingers
gripped, straining at the mug.
"And we--we kissed
t-tonight." Teena looked up and caught Nora's daggersharp stare.
"Why don't you say something?" Teena
cried. She turned away sharply, a tear running
down one cheek, her face red and taut.
Deliberately, as if blinded, Nora got to her
feet.
Her eyes stared through Teena, who lay
hunched over on the bean-bag. Nora still had the
mug in her hands as she stumbled to the table. She
reached out to place it on the table but spilled it.
Teena's head jerked up.
"Nora? .. " she pleaded
weakly. Teena raked both trembling hands through
her hair and sniffled. Her eyes were swollen and
beet red; her lips quavered and tears streamed.
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Nora stared blankly ahead as she lumbered toward
the door.
The screen slammed shut, and the echo thundered
through the apartment like a gunshot.
Teena lay slumped and curled up on the bean bag,
convulsive, as the slap of footsteps lingered on the
stairs.
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